
Question: "Is there such a thing as absolute truth / universal truth?" 

John 17:17 (KJV 1900) 

 

Biblical Christians believe that moral absolutes are grounded in the absolutely _____________________ of 
Scripture. 

 Matthew 5:48 (KJV 1900)  

God stands against the moral _________________, whose behavior is based on “whatever is right in his 
own eyes.”  

 Proverbs 14:12 (NET 2nd ed.)  
 Deuteronomy 12:8 (NET 2nd ed.)  
 Deuteronomy 12:8 — (NIV)  
 Deuteronomy 11:13–28 (NET)  
 Consequently, this highway is littered with __________________.  Proverbs 5:23 (NET)  

Truth, according to the dictionary, is "conformity to _____________________________; a statement proven 
to be or accepted as true."  

This view leads to "_________________________," the belief that what is right or wrong is relative to the 
situation.  

Situational ethics leads to a ___________________, "whatever feels good" mentality and lifestyle. 

This is _______________________, creating a society that regards all values, beliefs, lifestyles, and truth 
claims as equally valid. 

There is the problem of ____________________________. 

This type of relativism results in religious __________________, with no one true religion and no way of 
having a right relationship with God.  

_____________________ has become the one cardinal virtue of the postmodern society. 

If there is absolute truth, then there are absolute _________________ of right and wrong, and we are 
accountable to those standards.  

If naturalistic evolution is true, then life has no _________________. 

The Bible declares that:  

 Romans 1:19–22 (NET);  
 Romans 2:14–16 (NET)  

The first evidence existence of absolute truth is the human ____________________, that certain 
"something" within us.  

The second evidence for the existence of absolute truth is ____________________.  
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The third evidence for the existence of absolute truth/universal truth is _________________.  

Knowing absolute truth/universal truth is only possible through a personal relationship with the One 
who claims to be the Truth" ___________________________.  

Jesus claimed:  

 (John 14:6).  
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